
The
MadKudu
Platform

Smart Insights
Measure and optimize funnel 
performance and acquisition 
channels used through 
actionable insights. Plus, 
accurately assess the impact of 
marketing on the business.

Value-Based Automation
Customize the buyer journey, ensuring 
you’re optimizing for your best fit leads and 
driving down CAC in the process.

➔ Website Personalization
➔ Retargeting
➔ Live Chat
➔ Digital Display Ads
➔ And More!

Predictive Engine
Understand the optimal buyer 
journey and leverage machine 
learning  to develop a custom 
lead scoring and predictive lead 
value  model for your business.

Identify Your Best Fit 
Leads & Accounts

Leverage both fit and behavioral 
predictive modeling to get 

real-time visibility into who is 
most likely to buy and why.

Uncover 
Actionable Insights

Inform your GTM strategy with 
easy to consume signals as well 

as insights into new market 
segments or channels to drive 

incremental growth.

Accurately Predict Lead 
Value

Measure your marketing efforts 
based on future revenue instead 

of vanity metrics.

The MadKudu Predictive Engine is the backbone to everything we do 
at MadKudu. We leverage AI/ML to develop predictive models for our 
customers using the data that is relevant to their business. We are 
helping customers truly understand the optimal buyer journey, 
answering the question "What are the key activation points and magic 
mix of marketing, sales and product activities that deliver the perfect 
paying customer for each of my segments?"

Key Benefits And Why Customers Love Us

Know what’s working 
(and what’s not) to 
quickly change course 
and reassign budget 
before it’s too late.

Assess whether 
demand gen and 
revenue goals will be 
met and make 
adjustments as needed.

Immediately predict 
future revenue 
instead of waiting 
months or quarters to 
measure ROI.

Create a data-driven 
marketing strategy 
that reduces risk and 
takes out the 
“guesswork”.

Identify Your Best Fit Leads & Accounts: Leverage both fit and behavioral predictive modeling 
to get real-time visibility into who is most likely to buy and why.

Uncover GTM Gaps: Inform your GTM strategy with easy to consume signals as well as insights 
into new market segments or channels to drive incremental growth.

Accurately Predict Lead Value: Measure your marketing efforts based on future revenue 
instead of vanity metrics.

Early Warning Signs: Know what’s working (and what’s not) - including whether you’ll hit your 
quarterly demand gen and revenue goals - to quickly change course and reallocate budget. 

Data-Driven Strategy: Create a truly data-driven marketing strategy that reduces risk and 
takes out the “guesswork”.

Product Datasheet

MadKudu provides an AI-based technology that translates your funnel into revenue and uncovers 
actionable insights to optimize for future revenue generation With MadKudu, marketers are able to 
make faster and more data-driven decisions to improve their revenue growth.

+60%
Opportunities

Generated

90%
Pipeline Generated From 

25% of Leads

+18%
Conversion

Rate



Scores and predicted values can now be pushed to 
your application of choice, allowing you to develop a 
fully customized buyer journey at scale!

We leverage advanced machine learning and our 
proprietary process for B2B SaaS companies to build a 
custom predictive model.

How it Works
At MadKudu, we know that building a predictive model can feel like a black box to many 
marketers. But, we believe it doesn’t have to be. That’s why we’re open about the process we 
take every time we build a new custom model for a customer:

1. Data Preparation

We connect all of your tools to build a 
360-degree view of your ideal 
customer profile from mountains of 
raw data..

Data Import

Identity Resolution

Mapping

Enrichment With 3rd 
Party Data

Computations

2.  Configuration

3.  Deploy

1. Create a training set
2. Analyze which traits or activities contribute most 

to conversions
3. Build trees that create paths of ideal customer 

profile and behavior to conversions
4. Assemble the trees together
5. Smooth out the scores
6. Create signals that highlight what goes into the 

model
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The
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Platform

Smart Insights

Measure and optimize funnel 
performance and acquisition 
channels used through 
actionable insights. Plus, 
accurately assess the impact 
of marketing on the business.

Value Based Customization

Customize the buyer journey, ensuring 
you’re optimizing for your best fit leads 
and driving down CAC in the process.

➔ Website Personalization
➔ Retargeting
➔ Live Chat
➔ Digital Display Ads
➔ And More!

Predictive Engine
Understand the optimal buyer 
journey and leverage machine 
learning  to develop a custom 
lead scoring and predictive lead 
value  model for your business.

“How do CMOs gain credibility at the C-Suite table? First and foremost, by talking revenue and ARR 
rather than just leads and conversions. 

With MadKudu, we have a forward-looking view into our marketing pipeline communicated in expected 
dollar value, as well as immediate pipeline health indicators linked to expected revenue. It’s been a 

great way to bring revenue marketing conversations into the C-Suite and get the attention they 
deserve.”

Alex Poulos 
VP, Marketing


